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Recewed 27 Februaxy 1973:~ 
Abstract. Recently there has been a good deal of interest m the maximal sized antichains of a 
partially ordered set [ 1-8] A theorem of Dtlworth states that under the natural ordering these 
antlchams form a distributive lattice. This paper outhnes a proof of this theorem and apphes it 
to strengthen the results and shorten the proofs of [4]. 
An antichain in a finite partially ordered set P is a set of pairwise non- 
comparable lements of  P. Let L be the set of all maximal sized anti- 
chains ordered by A <__ B in L, if for every element a in A, there exists 
an element b in B such that a <__ b in P. Then we have the following 
theorem of Dilworth [ 2]. 
Theorem 1. L is a lattice. 
Proof. I fA and B are elements of L, define 
A B = ~a ~ A" a >_ b for some b ~ B ) , 
(1) A B = {aEA:a<__bforsomebEB)  . 
A <__ B in L is equivalent to A B = A which is equivalent to B A 
define 
(2) AvB=A B tABA,  AAB=A B UB A 
= B. Now 
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It is easy to see that A v B and A ^ B are the least upper  bound and 
greatest lower bound of  A and B in L provided that A v B and A ^ B are 
in L. That  is, provided A v B and A ^ B are maximal sized antichains. 
This is seen to be the case by observing that 
(3) 
A B (AA B =A, B A uB  A =B, 
A B n B A =A B n B A =An B, 
A B n A B =B A n B A =An B 
Now since 
IA suB A I+IA B u BA I = IABI + IB A I- IA B A B A I + IABI + IB A I--IAB nBA I 
=IA BAABI+IA  B uABI+IB  A AB AI+IB A uB  A I -21AABI  , 
we have 
(4) IA v BI + IA ^ BI = IAI + IBI • 
Let n be the number  of  elements in a maximal  sized antichain. Then 
IAI = IBI = n. Since A v BandA ^ B are clearly antichains, IA v BI <__ n 
and IA A BI <_ n. It now follows from the above equat ion that IA v BI = 
IA A BI = n and hence A v B and A A B are maximal sized antichains. 
Since L is finite, Theorem 1 says in particular that L has a least and 
a greatest element.  This fact has the fol lowing corol lary, which is some- 
what stronger than the theorem in [4] .  Recall that automorphism of  
a finite partially ordered set P is an order-preserving permutat ion of  
the elements of  P. 
Corollary. Let P be a finite partially ordered set and G a group of  auto- 
morphisms o f  P. Then there exist maximal sized antichains A and B 
such that A and B are each unions o f  orbits o f  G and ire ~ C, where C 
is a maximal sized antiehain, there exists a E A and b E B such that 
a<_c<_b. 
Proof. I f  o E G, then o acts on L in the fol lowing natural way 
a(A) = (a(a) :  a E A}, A E L. 
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It is easily checked that o(A) ~ L and that o preserves the ordering in 
L. Hence o is a lathce automorphism of L. In particular, the least ele- 
ment A and the greatest element B of L are fixed under G, and hence 
are unions of orbits of G. This proves the corollary. 
Dilworth was able to show that L is distributive. We give a short proof 
of this. 
Theorem 2. L is distributive. 
Proof. Following a suggestion of J.B. Nation, let D be the set of all anti- 
chains of P (including 0) ordered by I < J if for all t ~ I, there is a ! ~ J 
such that i<__/ I fL  J~  D, then the least upper bound inD o f /and J  
is the set of maximal elements of I u J. Thus since D is finite and has 
a least element, D is a lattice. The inclusion map injects L into D. It is 
not difficult to show that this map is a lattice isomorphism and thus L 
can be thought of as a sublattice of D. 
Now it is easy to see that D is a distributive lattice. In fact, D is iso- 
morphic to the lattice of all order ideals of P. The isomorphism is ob- 
tained by mapping any antlchain of P onto the order ideal generated 
by it. The inverse map maps an order ideal onto its maximal elements. 
It is well-known that the lattice of order ideals is distributive. 
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